Attendees:

Slovakia, Serbia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Poland,
Austria, Ukraine
Germany - statement to the points thru email
USA - statement to the points thru email

Program:
1)

Resignation of Martin Heindl for his role of the President of WUAP

Rudolf Siska, Vice-president of WUAP, informed about the steps which have
been needed to be performed after the resignation of Martin Heindl. These steps include the following:
- Registration of WUAP in Slovakia
- Creation of a bank account in Slovakia
- Development of a new website and new facebook page for WUAP administered by Jozef Svitok of
Slovakia
Rudolf Siska thanked Martin Heindl for his hard work and contributions to WUAP. He also
expressed hope that Martin Heindl will return to the WUAP in the future.

2)

Resignation of Rudolf Siska as president of AWPC – Slovakia

Rudolf Siska informed the attendees that his resignation is an intern
matter of AWPC-Slovakia and in no way interferes with his role as WUAP president.

3)

RAW Division in WUAP

The proposal to introduce RAW divisions into WUAP has been requested by
Germany and Austria and discussed during AGM (Europeans) because of the
possibility to compete RAW during the 2014 Worlds in Austria (Telfs)
--Votes for the inclusion of RAW Divisions to the WUAP-Yes = 11 (email votes included from Germany and USA)
No = 0

4)

Rules for RAW Divisions - Proposal for the RAW rules by Slovakia

The following was proposed to the attendees and proposed to Germany and USA by email in the past.
These rules listed below apply specifically to RAW lifting. All current WUAP Rules will apply where not
RAW specific.
-Every athlete must wear a non-supportive singlet for all lifts. Each athlete must continue to wear over
the shin length deadlift socks for the deadlift.
- Athletes may choose to wear a belt and wrist wraps during all lifts. Standard WUAP Rules apply to the
belt and wrist wraps.
-Athletes are not allowed to use knee wraps, knee sleeves, or any other kind of knee supports.
-- Votes for the rules governing RAW lifting-Yes = 8
No = 3 -Slovenia and USA by email proposes allowing knee wraps. Germany proposes allowing only knee
sleeves. (Email votes included from Germany and USA)

5)

RAW during the 2014 World Championships

It has been discussed that the RAW division should be a part of the World Championships 2014 in
Austria.
-- Votes for the inclusion of RAW divisions at the World Championships 2014 -Yes = 11 (email votes included from Germany and USA)
No = 0

The promoter of the World Championships, Heinz Stroj, received the task to
prepare the competition schedule (RAW + EQ) by the 15th of July 2014.

6)

The amount of the start fee for European, World Championships and

World Cup in the Teen + Junior category
Slovakia requested to lover the start fee for the WUAP competitions for the
categories Teen + Junior. The start fee should be beginning year 2015 set
to 55 Eur.
-- Votes for the changing of the start fees for Teen and Junior competitors -Yes = 11 (email votes included from Germany and USA)
No = 0

7)

The start fee for European, World Championships and World cup in

every other category to which the athlete registers to.
Slovakia proposed to adjust the start fee for the WUAP World, European
Championships and World Cup for those Athletes who want to compete in more
than one category or event. The start fee should be changed to 55 Eur
beginning of 2015. The athlete must compete in every category he or she registers and must complete
at least 1 competition lift.
-- Votes for the changing of starting fees for additional divisions –
Yes = 10 (email vote included from USA)
No =1 ( email vote included from Germany)

8)

Accepting Slovenia as a WUAP Member >

Slovenia requested to be a WUAP member. The contact person in Slovenia will
be Erni Gregoric. Erni Gregoric personally attended AGM (Euro) and has been
a part of the voting.
-- Votes for including Slovenia as a WUAP Member -Yes = 9
No = 0

9)

Request to become a WUAP member: England, Montenegro, Russia and

Georgia
England, Montenegro, Russia and Georgia communicated with the WUAP about
becoming a WUAP member. The contact persons from these countries did not
attend the AGM (Euro) so they will be asked to attend the AGM (Worlds),
where they can request to become a WUAP member.

Meeting minutes recorded by: Jozef Svitok - Slovakia

